
Specialized Product ReSources 
ReSources assist your researchers with the acquisition of attribute-
intensive products. Chemical ReSource and Antibody ReSource 
are included with the Science Catalog. These product databases are 
combined with specialized search tools, such as chemical structure 
searching, to help end users quickly find, compare and acquire these 
unique materials from hundreds of specialty suppliers.

Industry-leading product taxonomy 
Content for all Science Catalog suppliers is categorized into SciQuest’s 
extensive product taxonomy of more than 2,500 categories. This 
normalization enables end users to perform advanced searches and 
compare products from multiple suppliers, while enhancing spend visibility 
to procurement managers.

The Science Catalog helps research-centric organizations meet the unique purchasing 
needs of their researchers. By giving your research teams access to more than 400 
niche and midsize scientific suppliers in a single private marketplace, your purchasing 
department can improve eprocurement usage, reduce non-catalog orders, increase 
spend visibility, and advance your organization’s mission.

Your researchers dedicate more time to 
their mission
The Science Catalog allows researchers to focus more time on their work by enabling 
them to quickly search, identify, compare and order essential products related to their 
research. This also means a faster purchase-to-delivery time. Product information from 
multiple suppliers is categorized using SciQuest’s industry-leading taxonomy to enable 
configuration, advanced search, and comparison through SciQuest’s procurement 
automation solutions. The Science Catalog also includes two product ReSources—
Chemical ReSource and Antibody ReSource—to streamline the acquisition of 
attribute-intensive products.

Your procurement department delivers 
service and savings
Purchasing professionals and researchers move forward faster and more accurately 
than ever. With Science Catalog you can: 

Enable a majority of your scientific suppliers rapidly and cost effectively  • 
Deliver robust product content to your research community through one easy-to-use • 
online shopping interface
Provide normalized product content without the burden of catalog maintenance • 
Integrate with SciQuest strategic procurement solutions for increased user adoption, • 
purchasing efficiency and spend visibility  

Key Features
Detailed product content for • 
more than 400 leading scientific 
suppliers who participate in 
the SciQuest Supplier Network 
(SQSN)

Specialized Product ReSources: • 
Chemical and Antibody

Industry-leading product • 
taxonomy
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Integrated with SciQuest 
procurement solutions 
The Science Catalog is optimized for use with 
SciQuest’s strategic procurement and automation 
solutions. Now you can configure catalog content 
to promote preferred suppliers and highlight best 
buys using the SciQuest Spend Director module. 
End users can search for and select items 
using decision-making tools such as advanced 
search capabilities and side-by-side product 
comparisons.
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